
Paper and Why We Should Cut Down on It

Whenever humans use things like paper, paper towels, paper
napkins or things like that, we should really think about how much we
are using.

Although it may seem that the Earth has so many trees, it actually
needs more.Trees are used for so many things, but if we aren't
considerate about how much we use, things could get bad.

Us humans rely on trees so much. We need trees to live and breath
also use them for paper and such. However, if we over use or use too
much, all the trees will be gone.

Below are some things you can do to help not over use paper:

● Use cloth napkins
● Use the “one or none” rule for things like paper towels
● Don’t use more paper than you need!

P.S. Have fun and plant some trees!!!
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Plastic and Why We Should Cut Down on It  #2

Whenever us humans use things like plastic, we should think about
where we put it. Although it would be best for the Earth if we used
almost no plastic, that is not possible.

If we have plastic items, we can put it in the trash if that is where it
should go, but if not, they go in the recycling bin. You will know if it is
recyclable if it has a recyclable symbol.

No trash would be better, but instead of throwing your trash or
recycling on the side of the road, you can put it in the trash if it has
any food left on it you can rinse it or throw it away. Rinsing would be
better.

Here are all the things that are recyclable; everything else is trash.
Seltzer cans or any cans, cardboard, bottles, paper and plastic
containers are all recyclable.

But that is not a reason to be upset, Therefore, there are so many
plastic items we can cut down on.*

* Here are some plastic things people can cut down on:
● Plastic Straws
● Plastic cups
● Plastic Plates
● Plastic water bottles
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